Academy Software Foundation Announces Unity Technologies as a New Premier Member [2] [Ed: Pusher of Microsoft Mono enters a group that's already dominated in part by Microsoft but has the "Linux" label in it]

The Academy Software Foundation (ASWF), a collaborative effort to advance open source software development in the motion picture and media industries, today announced that Unity Technologies has joined the Foundation as a Premier member, Conductor Technologies as a General member, and SMPTE as an Associate member.

CNCF Announces Intuit As Gold Member [3] [Ed: Linux Foundation reinforces its status as proprietary software stronghold controlled by proprietary giants]

Linux Foundation showcases the greater good of open source [4]

The role of open source collaboration was highlighted during a presentation to tie in with the start of the Linux Foundation?S KubeCon and Cloud Native Computing Forum (CNCF) virtual conferences.

Many believe that open source is the future of software development. For instance, in a recent conversation with Computer Weekly, PayPal CTO Sri Shivananda said: ?It is impossible for you to hire all the experts in the world. But there are many more people creating software because they have a passion to do it.?

These passionate software developers not only help the wider community by contributing
code, but they also help themselves. "You can help others as well as helping yourself," said Jim Zemlin, executive director of the Linux Foundation.
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